
WHY YOUR MSP NEEDS 
SALES AUTOMATION

FIVE BIG 
REASONS



You can cut down on your sales team's frustration by adding automation 

into the mix.  With so many repetitive tasks in the sales process, managing 

and tracking them all can be a  problem, especially in IT services shops 

where employees have multiple responsibilities.  Priorities and timelines 

can rapidly shift when prospecting and closing sales.

SELLING

 IT SERVICES

Taking a prospect through the entire buying journey from 
awareness to consideration, decision, and then finally purchase 
can be time-consuming. Which means they can be frustrating to 
motivated sales professionals.

Selling IT services is a time-consuming and complicated process, 
and it requires a lot of  effort and dedication to close a sale. 
Prospects usually don't come to you unless  you actively market 
and build a stable pipeline. However, most MSPs rely primarily on  
referrals, which means fewer prospects, making the need to 
close those prospects even  more critical. 

II



With a sophisticated Revenue Platform, you can create a workflow 
for the functions under those tasks. You'll want to highlight specific 
procedures that can be automatically triggered when conditions are 
prime. Or, alternatively, those that can be scheduled in advance.

Now while you may already be eager to get started with all the time 
you'll save, let's dive a little deeper into additional automation 
benefits.

Automating pre and post-sale activities like assessments, proposals, 
license reconciliation reduces employee time and  frustration, as well 
as human errors that can occur when the processes are lengthy and  
complicated. Technology partners are constantly making 
recommendations to improve their clients' businesses.
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When determining if automation is possible for a process, sales, or 

otherwise, make sure a rule based process exists. This process should 

have a pre-defined trigger, regular interval repetition, clearly defined 

inputs and outputs, and sufficient volume.



WHY 
AUTOMATE?

Here are a few of the 
most obvious reasons 
you should invest in 
Integrated Sales Tools
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INCREASED EFFICIENCY AND 
REVENUE GROWTH

01

The formula for increasing business profits includes both cost 
savings and income  expansion. Sales automation helps MSPs 
achieve both desirable outcomes, allowing  providers to 
quickly and efficiently close more contracts without adding 
more personnel.

Automation also provides management with more insight into 
team activities and the sales  cycle, allowing MSPs to adjust 
plans and shift resources to take advantage of the best  
opportunities. That awareness is critical in the ever-changing 
technology services space.  
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ENHANCED 
COMMUNICATIONS
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Sales success is reliant on data. The information your team 
gathers and shares is essential  to closing new business deals 
and growing revenues. 

Sales automation tools are especially  good at enabling 
communications between employees, prospects, and clients 
and storing  files, email messages, and voice recordings. 

Connecting automation into other tools in their stack allows 
sales teams to improve the quality of their conversations with 
prospects and existing clients. Enhanced communications can 
speed up the sales process and improve customer satisfaction.
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IMPROVED FOCUS ON 
THE HIGHEST-QUALITY 

OPPORTUNITIES
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Automation eliminates many of the manual tasks that 
consume your sales team's time and  energy and helps you 
prioritize and manage the lifecycle of each lead.

After defining and  identifying quality opportunities, you can 
leverage sales automation to nurture a potential client, see 
when they've viewed a proposal, and closely monitor 
negotiations.

Sales automation lets your team focus more attention on 
meeting the needs of each  account. That, in turn, allows 
you to increase your "wallet-share" by selling a more  
targeted set of services and solutions to each business. 
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MORE INFORMED DECISION 
MAKING PROCESS
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The reporting capabilities included with most sales automation 
tools give MSPs greater  situational awareness. Rather than 
searching through spreadsheets and notes, a revenue platform 
with this functionality allows you to review the specific call and 
account details for each particular opportunity.  

The information for each contact lets sales teams and 
managers collaborate and strategize  on pitches, proposals, 
and closes. Any additional steps needed to implement the 
order can  be discussed as well. This allows MSPs to gauge the 
quality of their funnels and get a firmer  handle on their 
revenue projections.
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CLOSE MORE AND LARGER 
DEALS IN LESS TIME
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When you free your sales team from unnecessary tasks, 
they can concentrate on your  company's main objective: 
maximizing monthly recurring revenue and profitability.

Automation puts useful tools and up-to-the-minute 
information at their fingertips, allowing  your employees to 
capitalize on the available opportunities. They can 
strategize with  co-workers on ways to increase deal sizes 
and methods for effectively and quickly closing  specific 
prospects. Sales automation tools are the enablers MSPs 
need to capture more  MRR in record time.
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GET ALL OF THOSE 
BENEFITS ON ONE 

PLATFORM

For Technology Partners looking to invest in automation tools 
for their teams, Zomentum should be at the top of your list. 
Our platform is an end-to-end solution designed to make it 
easier for you to earn, manage, and grow your revenue.

Bringing in more revenue is a breeze with a sales acceleration 
application that keeps deals moving by automating tedious 
tasks. We also make assessing client infrastructure and 
building quotes and proposals lightning fast.

Managing revenue becomes easier with the ability to 
streamline billing processes by automatically synchronizing 
customer licensing information into their PSA. Zomentum 
helps prevent revenue leakage by automating the billing 
process for monthly services such as Microsoft Office 365 
and Google Workspace.
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ABOUT US
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CONTACT US
We'd love to talk! Reach out to us:  

sales@zomentum.com www.zomentum.com 

Zomentum is the only 

 built to help 

Partners discover, sell, and  manage 

services. Zomentum  the 

, 

 with one 

modern platform built to

. So far, we've helped  our 

customers generate close to $500M 

in Channel revenue.  

intelligent 

Revenue Platform

reduces

complexity of the sales process

eliminating  numerous tools

 maximize 

revenue

With Zomentum you can:

Streamline billing, sync customer licensing 

data, and remedy lost revenue with our  

License Reconciliation Application

SIMPLIFY

Discover SaaS Vendors with 

growing Channel Programs in 

our Marketplace 

SOLVE

Accelerate deals and increase 

revenue with our Sales 

Acceleration Application

SELL


